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GV gears
construction in Allendale
tents that are usually set up west of Kirkhof
Center.
“Detour routes will be established
GVL News Editor
around all work,” Moyer said. “Bus routes
or students at Grand Valley State will be adjusted. The inconvenience should
University, the end of April means be limited as alternate routes are estab
the end of exam papers, blue books lished.”
and library all-nighters. But for the FaciliThe area north of the clock tower will be
ties Planning and Services staffs at Grand restored by mid-August and will be ready
Valley State University, the end of April for student use when fall classes resume.
marks the beginning of cement trucks and The intersection of Campus Drive and Ra
hard hats as the university launches a series vine Drive will be closed for the construc
of construction projects that may decrease tion of new traffic signals, but Moyer said
walking ability for those sticking around a detour is being constructed around the
campus this summer.
work. The signal will be complete and op
James Moyer, assistant vice president erational at the start of fall classes.
of Facilities Planning, said although shut
In addition, Moyer said the university is
downs will be limited, the Cook Carillon working with various contractors on proce
Tower will be impassable due to a utility dures and safety in regards to the significant
connection for the beginning of construc number of trucks that will move about cam
tion on the new Mary Idema Pew Library.
pus this summer.
From campus entry, other projects in
Moyer said, “We address truck speed
clude a new traffic signal installation south (helps to avoid incidents), truck cleaning
of the Alumni House, new toilets and expan (saves wind shields), noise (too much noise
sion of student seating at Lubbers stadium, can make it difficult for the hearing and vi
an outdoor track, a lacrosse field, two soft- sually impaired), the pedestrian culture of
ball fields overlaid with three other playing not looking before they cross streets (big
fields just west of the now-existing soccer trucks cannot stop on a moment’s notice)
field, a traffic signal at the intersection near and keeping the sidewalks clear (if the side
the Connection and a continuation of the walk is blocked, it could force a pedestrian
storm-water project along Pierce Street.
into traffic).”
The Zumbeige pond and the sidewalks
Tim Thimmesch, assistance vice presi
along the drive leading to Zumberge will dent of Facilities Services, said this sum
also get a new face-lift to support irrigation mer will be one of Allendale’s busiest as it
needs and to provide a site for the event relates to construction projects planned on
campus.
“We have very competent staff, project
//
managers
and construction companies that
Detour routes will
will coordinate efforts to provide the saf
be established all
est possible conditions around the multiple
around work. ...The
work sites,” Thimmesch said. “While there
will be some inconvenience for the cam
inconvenience should be
pus community this summer, the improve
limited as alternate routes
ments will be very noticeable next fall and
are established/7
will help to enhance the educational and
-James Moyer
recreational experience for our returning
Assistant VP, Facilities Planning
students.”
news @ lanthorn rom

By Anya Zentmeyer
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GV alum founds Hands
Engaged in Life's Projects

» New signal installed just
south of Alumni House
A&E

» New toilets constructed
at the stadium with
some expansion of
student seating

ART.DOWNTOWN.

NS8II

lasan

» Student recreation
fields constructed west
of the soccer field.
New facilities include
outdoor track, lacrosse
field, two softball fields
overlaid with three
other playing fields

•m

Courtesy photo / Ryan Gajewski

More than 250 local artists
participate in exhibition

» Installation of traffic
signal at Connection
intersection

LAKER LIFE

» Continuation of storm
water project along
Pierce Street

NOTES FROM
ABROAD

CHILE

» Alteration of the
Zumberge Pond
and space between
Zumberge and Kirkhof
Center
» Construction of
sidewalks along
drive leading to the
Zumberge

Courtesy photo / Onawa Gardiner

SPORTS

» Start of Mary Idema Pew
Library project

Courtesy photo / Google Images

BASEBALL FEATURE

Students allege professor misconduct
Professor says student claims
of favoritism, inappropriate
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By Samantha Butcher
GVL Managing Editor
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or Cara Rubley, a former Grand Valley State
__
GVL Photo Illustration / Eric Coulter
University graphic design student, classes
were less about developing a signature design Accusations: A student stresses in the Calder Art Center. David King, a graphic design professor, has been accused of unfair grading.
style and more about staying in her professor’s good
ing positions at universities in California and the
//
graces.
Rubley and two current graphic design students, Midwest.
I was furious that I would ever be
Rubley, who transferred to Kendall College
Jamie Morgan and Alex Andrews - the latter two of
talked to in such a way when I am
whom have had their first and last names changed of Art and Design in the fall, said her decision to
paying to receive an education.77
to protect their identities - have stepped forward transfer to a different university was solidified after
with allegations of inappropriate classroom conduct King allegedly told her, “I would have to punch you
-Cara Rubley
from David King, a GVSU assistant professor in the in the nose if you weren’t listening,” in a class last
Former
graphic design student
winter.
Rubley
reported
the
incident
to
Art
and
De
graphic design program.
Morgan and Andrews expressed concerns that sign Chair Virginia “Ginny” Jenkins, who instructed
their comments could result in grade retribution in King to apologize.
“He has shared sexual comments and stories with
“Whether or not he meant what he said, the com multiple people in the class,” Morgan said. “Unfor
future classes and spoke to the Lanthorn on the con
ment was extremely offensive,” she said. “1 was fu tunately, some won’t stand up and admit it because
dition of anonymity.
King, who has 20 years of professional experi rious that I would ever be talked to in such a way they fear jeopardizing their already-developed relaence in the graphic design field, joined the GVSU when I am paying to receive an education.”
Morgan and Andrews echoed her concerns.
faculty last year after holding three part-time teachSee Professor, A2
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Student Senate to consider graduate body
By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL News Editor

While the enrollment of
graduate students climbed to
1,500 for the 2010-2011 aca
demic year, the Student Senate
at Grand Valley State University
is thinking up ways to make is
student-governed body just a
little more inclusive.
“Something [North Central
Accreditation) recognized is an
issue is that graduate students
aren't being represented fairly,”
said Student Senate President
Jarrett Martus.
Martus said although Stu
dent Senate is open to all stu
dents, the current structure may
not be the most supportive for
graduate students in terms of
time commitments and schedul
ing. With graduate students ex
pressing more of an interest in
student governance, Martus and
a small team of cabinet mem
bers and faculty are in the pre
liminary stages of structuring
a graduate addition to Student
Senate’s current structure.
“We wanted to keep some
thing that is one group - one
governing body - for all the
university and keep the inclu
siveness. That’s one of Grand
Valley’s key things,” he said.
Provided the current Student
Senate passes Martus' proposal,
there would be an undergraduate
and graduate body that would
both report to an executive
committee that would govern
them each. Representation in
the executive committee would
fluctuate from year to year but
remain proportionate to the stu
dent population.

The
executive
commit
tee would
also have
a presi
dent, who
M a r tus said
ideally
POTTEIGER would be
respon
sible for taking the main alloca
tion of the student life fund and
disbursing it among the gradu
ate and undergraduate bodies.
The president would also as
hold responsibility to make sure
students till all of the different
standing committees around the
university.
The undergraduate side of
the student body would look
the same way as Student Sen
ate does now, and the addition
of the graduate body would give
those students more power and
authority in university affairs.
Martus said the senators are
still working out the balance of
power - trying to give more to
graduate students w ithout hurt
ing the current structure of the
Student Senate as it stands.
“I don’t want to see it turn
into a graduate student/under
graduate fight,” he said. “I don't
think it will.”
Jeffrey Potteiger, dean of
Graduate Studies, said in his
experience, the playing field
seems pretty peaceful thus far.
“The opportunities that I’ve
had to work with Student Senate
right now have been extremely
positive,” he said. “ ... I think
they’re very open and recep
tive to hearing what graduate

$ftjviVe

ttionship with him. I assume
that he shares these stories
as a way of connecting with
the students on a more per
sonal and individual level,
rather than being an author
ity figure, a professor to the
students.”
The students also alleged
that King's grading is influ
enced by his personal feel
ings for students.
“David King heavily
influenced my decision to
transfer schools,” Rubley
said. "The way he conducted
class was simply unprofes
sional. Between offensive
comments and the lack of
feedback on class projects,
a large number of my class
mates and myself were left
feeling that our chances to
succeed in this course were
out of the question.”
Andrews said King’s al
leged actions violate his role
as an instructor.
“It’s a complete lack of
respect and a lack of under
standing that it’s a profes
sional relationship that we
have to have, and he com
pletely blurs the line,” An
drews said.
King has denied all accu
sations.
"There’s no favoritism,”
he said. “Everyone gets the
same amount of time, or as
much as they need. Often the
better students get less time
because they need less help.
At the end of the day, every
one is evaluated the same
way, and they do however
they do.”
King said he has never
made sexual comments in
class, which he said would be
“especially inappropriate.”
“I don’t know where
these allegations are coming
from,” he said. “It’s entirely
possible that when people
are faced with changes they
don’t like, they may begin to
devise things. But I'm just
speculating, and I probably
shouldn’t do that.”
The Lanthorn submitted a
Freedom of Information Act
request for students’ course
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Screamfest encourages
screaming for stress relief
When the stress of exams,
life and everything in between
builds up, Active Minds at Grand
Valley State encourages students
to scream about it. At 11:45 p.m.
today, the annual Screamfest will
take place at the Cook-DeWitt
Plaza on the Allendale Campus.
Students are invited to shout out
their frustrations and have a bowl
of ice cream.
Ice cream will be available as
long as supplies last. For more in
formation about Screamfest or Ac
tive Minds, please contact activemindsgrandvalley@gmail.com.

Economics of wind energy
to be discussed at MAREC
event
The economic side of produc
ing wind energy in West Michi
gan will be discussed at Grand
Valley State University's Michigan
Alternative and Renewable En
ergy Center (MAREC) as part of the
monthly Lunch and Learn Series. .
The discussion, "The Cost of
Wind,"will be held at noon on April
27 in MAREC, 200 Viridian Dr., Mus
kegon. Paul Isely, professor and
chair of the Economics Depart
ment, will discuss job creation, lo
cal energy sourcing, manufactur
ing and construction. He will also
compare costs of wind-generated
electricity with other forms of en
ergy used to generate electricity.
RSVP for the event by emailing
marecinfo@gvsu.edu

or

231-722-4371.

www.gvsu.

Visit

calling

edu/marec for more information.

GV graduate students
honored
At the Graduate Dean's Citation
Awards on Friday, 34 graduate stu
dents and six faculty members will
be honored. The ceremony, which
will be held from 5 to 7 p.m. in the
Eberhard Center, will recognize
for excellence in academic perfor
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mance. Each student winner will
receive a certificate of recognition
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students have to say. Likewise,
I think the graduate students
are very interested in getting
involved and working with the
undergraduate student popula
tion to make GVSU a better
place for everyone, to be much
more inclusive in what we do.”
Potteiger, who will serve
on the committee with Martus,
said he thinks graduate students
will bring a unique perspective
to the Student Senate since they
have already been undergradu
ates and have spent more time
living life in the real world.
“I think they bring that per
spective to the university envi
ronment,” he said. "Looking
at it the other way, most un
dergraduate students have not
been undergraduate students.
They’ve not had full time jobs,
and most don’t have families.
And so the issues and the chal
lenges that are central in gradu
ate students - being involved in
school and being at the univer
sity - I think can be brought to
Student Senate through the eyes
of the graduate students.”
Martus said over the next
stages of development, the Stu
dent Senate plans to have a give
and take moment when com
mittee members try to figure out
“what’s best for Grand Valley
and not what’s best for just the
student groups.”
Although Martus will not
serve in the Student Seriate body
next fall, he will stay to co-chair
the committee with assistant
vice president for Academic Af
fairs Nancy Giardina because
he felt the additional commit
ment would be too much for
next year’s president in light of
other responsibilities.
If all goes smoothly, Martus
said the newly-redesigned Stu
dent Senate will become active
in the fall of 2012.
“I think it’s important for us
to really try to work towards
having everyone, or at least as
many people as possible, hav
ing a voice at the table in how
the institution should run from a
student perspective,” Potteiger
said. “So if we accomplish that,
I think that’s a gcxxl thing:”1 \.[ t
news@ lanthorn rom
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valuable community resale.

evaluations from last se
mester in an effort to further
understand student concerns
with King’s alleged actions,
but the documents were
not available at press time
because of a 10-day exten
sion requested by University
Counsel to compile and re
dact the evaluations.
The students said they
have approached Jenkins
and other professors in the
Art and Design Department
about their concerns but have
made little progress.
“We went to the depart
ment head and said, ‘Some
thing is wrong here, lets fix
it,”’ Morgan, said. “To our
dismay, he was approached
and, of course, denied it and
that was that. Nothing is fur
ther investigated. It feels like
our opinions are taken with
a grain of salt here, and that
shouldn’t be the case. We’re
paying to go here, and our
voices should matter.”
Jenkins was unavailable
for comment.
Andrews said the lack of
response from the depart
ment has been frustrating.
“Grand Valley before Da
vid, I feel... had an extreme
ly prestigious graphic design
program, and I feel like Da
vid has come in and ripped
certain seams just apart and
has made things very, very
difficult to get around,” An
drews said. “It’s just unfortu
nate because we’ve tried, and
we have professors who've
tried for us, and nothing
works.”
King maintains that the
allegations are unfounded.
“I have great relation
ships with my students,” he
said. "There have never been
these types of incidents and
there never will be.”
The Lanthorn will con
tinue to investigate the alle
gations as more information
becomes available. Follow
ups will be published in the
Lanthorn's summer issues,
the first of which will be
published on May 12, and on
the website at www.lanthom.
com.
’ 1
mgtmsingftdUpr
@ lanthorn.com
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tal chair or school director who is
most familiar with the individual's
accomplishments.
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hours per week.
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EDITORIAL CARTOON

He said, she said
Grand Valley State University
administrators should be more
willing to investigate student
complaints against professors
rather than dismissing conflicts.

Hey roan, Aou> come you didn't
_s/)ouv op to the SSDP Peace-fu
Protest?
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GVL / Dan Sills and Shaun Morton

eing treated unfairly by a professor is every stu
dent’s worst nightmare, but an already bad situa
tion becomes infinitely worse when the administra
tion is unwilling to look into misconduct.
The recent allegations against Grand Valley State Univer
sity professor David King - and the Art and Design Depart
ment’s dismissal of those allegations - raises some serious
questions about the what the appropriate response should be
when students raise complaints against faculty members.
Once, after King allegedly told a student that he would
have hit her if she hadn’t been listening, former GVSU stu
dent Cara Rubley brought the incident to the attention of Vir
ginia “Ginny” Jenkins, the Art and Design Department chair.
King’s punishment was to apologize.
Other complaints have been disregarded altogether.
When student concerns are dismissed with little or no in
vestigation into their claims, it sends the message that student
voices don’t matter. Most students don’t spend their limited
and valuable time filling out course evaluations and contact
ing department heads about professors for the thrill of it.
They do it because they see aspects of professors that admin
istrators don't, and speaking up can prevent future students
from suffering through a bad class with a bad professor.
Or at least that’s the idea. The reality is that many com
plaints receive minimal attention from the authority figures
students depend on for help.
Students pay more than $9,000 per year for classes, and for
that kind of money, they deserve a say in the type of profes
sors they have and the type of instruction they receive. What
good does it do to hand out course evaluations if those evalu
ations aren’t used to improve the university? And while many
allegations become cases of “he said, she said,” that doesn’t
make it any less of the administration’s duty to respond to
and investigate the concerns that students raise.
It takes persistence and bravery for students to come for
ward whfen they have negative experiences with faculty and
staff at the university, especially in situations where those
professors hold sway over their current and/or future grades.
Instead of dismissing these claims as mere grudges, the
GVSU administration should acknowledge those efforts and
do them justice with an unbiased investigation.
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Valley Vote
Is GVSU a party school?

YOUR THOUGHTS

What kind of behavior would you consider
inappropriate from a professor?

"It's inappropriate
when professors
get upset at you for
skipping orleaving
early from class
since we pay to go
here."

"It's inappropriate
when professors
threaten bodily
harm to the
students because
he/she disagrees
with the professor."

"It's inappropriate
when professors
grade based on
their opinions
about the topic or
the person instead
of the content of
the assignment."

"It is inappropriate
to bring weapons
to class or any
other item that
could cause
bodily harm.
However, free Mr.
Shepansky!”

"It's inappropriate
for professors to hit
on their students."

Dustin Furney
Supply chain
management
Junior
Romeo, Mich..

Matt Filos
Accounting,
Women and gender
studies
Junior
Romeo, Mich.

Paige Wagner
Social work,
Spanish
Sophomore
Plymouth, Mich.

Sam Schaeffler
Accounting,
Finance
Junior
Canton, Mich.

Kate Sample
International
relations
Junior
Canton, Mich.

GVL STUDENT OPINION

Unemployment benefits beyond unemployment benefits

Sometimes having
a job can have its ben
efits: extra money to
buy unnecessary appli
ances, a reason to wake
up in the morning and
trendy uniforms.
Unexpected shifts
can pop up at odd
times to avoid unpleas
ant experiences: “Oh,
sorry I missed your
rally to support racism.
I had to sub in at work
today out of the blue.”
And while certain
aspects of a job can be,
as the kids say it today,
“dope,” there are
many unappreciated
features that go along
with unemployment as
well. Sure, everyone
can complain about a
lack of free time. Of
course the saying “Mo’
money, mo’ problems”
had to come from

somewhere.
All of this is true,
but people my age tend
to forget how a lack of
a job can be a blessing
once you get down to
the nitty-gritty.
Perhaps the greatest
part about unemploy
ment is total Facebook
freedom. There is an
almost subconscious
understanding within
most people who work,
meaning that they
cannot simply post
anything they want on
the Internet as anyone
can see it. Regardless
of how annoyingly
private you set your
account to — because
if there is one thing
that the World Wide
Web was made for, it
was to limit informa
tion — employers and
clients alike can find
ways of seeing them
(because they have
nothing better to do
with their time). If any
of these posts reflect
poorly on the company
you represent, you may

be subject to termina
tion, where Arnold
Schwarzenegger comes
to your apartment
and scorns you with a
funny accent.
Yes, being em
ployed is similar to
being a celebrity. You
have to watch what
you say and do and
hope that important
people don’t see in
criminating photos of
you. There will always
be still a slim chance
that your boss will pay
top dollar for a sex
tape of you, but that
scenario will likely end
in promotion rather
than severance.
Dismissing the fact
that your supervi
sor may be a pervert,
watching what you say
online is a very real
scare. Some celebri
ties have forgotten that
there is such a thing as
a filter when it comes
to publicly announcing
their thoughts. For a
great, topical example,
look up what rapper 50

Cent had to say about
the recent catastrophe
in Japan. As sarcasti
cally as 1 can say it, his
tweets were appropri
ate and tasteful.
Thankfully, as the
twentysomething
nobodies that we are,
very few people care
what we have to say. It
just sucks that busi
nesses refuse to put a
creative spin on some
thing that could be
construed as harmful
to their image.
For instance, a
picture of an em
ployee holding a beer
shouldn’t represent
that J.K. Weston law
firm hires alcoholics.
Instead, it should ad
vertise, “J.K. Weston:
Where all the cool
lawyers work.”
Because of this.
I’m envious of my
unemployed friends...
Y’know, while I’m
out buying a second
iPhone.
cs lottery @ lanthorn .corn

EDITORIAL CARTOON

Yes: 13%

No: 87%

This week s question:

Vote online at

Does administration do enough to
look into student complaints?

Lanthorn.com

GVL OPINION POLICY The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
I .ant horn opinion page is to stimulate
discussion ami action on topics of interest
.to the Grand Valley Community.
\ Student opinions do not reflect those of
The Grand Valley I>anthom.
; The Grand Valley I .anthorn welcomes
Tcader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
•of expresskw for reader opinions: letters
•to the editor, guest columns and phone
•responses.
! letters must include the author’s name
land be accompanied by current picture
^identification if dropped off in person.
Jjetters will be checked by an employee of
The Grand Valley l^anthom.
Letters appear as space permits each

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthom will not be
held responsible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters or e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be withheld
for compelling reasons.
The
content,
information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.
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reap economic savings
GY has seen 21 -percent reduction of gas usage, 15-percent reduction
of electricity usage per square foot across university campuses
---- ------------ ---------------------*-------By Molly Waite
QVL Assistant News Editor
J*.

A*

»*v
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The word “sustainability” has become
a fixture at Grand Valley State University,
but based on recent university numbers, the
sustainability efforts are doing more than
saving trees ahd winning awards. They
are also helping to keep money in student
pockets.
i
Many of the savings from sustainability
efforts can be measured in utilities on all
of the GVSU campuses, said Terry Pahl, an
engineer from Facilities Planning.
From 2001 to 2010, with projects such
as occupancy sensors, which detect move
ment in a room and turn off the lights when
the room is vacant, there was a 15 percent
reduction of electricity use per square foot.
Over the same ten-year period, GVSU saw
a 21 percent reduction per square foot in
gas usage.
When energy savings based on these
reductions were calculated, it showed that
the university saved about $1.35 million
immediately and another $1.45 million in
avoided costs is saved each year.
‘‘Instead of a term like ‘money saved,’
we use ‘cost avoidance,”’ Pahl said. “It’s
not like you receive a check or you are giv
en money to put in the bank when you com
plete an energy project, but it is money that
you didn’t pay out to an energy supplier. By
avoiding extra energy costs, GVSU reduces
operating costs and that helps the bottom
line, which benefits everyone including
students.”
Money spent on the energy projects to
tals to about $1.9 million, Pahl said, but be
cause of the high monetary return on these
efforts, the money was paid back quickly.
“All projects are targeted as a four-year
or less payback,” Pahl said. “But most take
only months.”
President Thomas J. Haas said sustain
able development practices offer long-term
economic impact benefits, with economic
impact being measured in short-term ef
ficiencies and the creation of long-term
value.
“The message is that sustainable devel
opment best practices when applied offer
significant economic benefit both in the
short-term and the long-term,” Haas said.
Over the same ten-year period as the gas
and electric reductions, 27 percent less wa
ter was used. Based on 2010 water costs,
this reduction would amount to $283,000
in avoided costs.
“Those projects all help to keep the op
erating costs for the university lower and
ultimately affect the students,” Pahl said.
“If operating costs are kept in check then
it is more likely the university will have
additional monies to put toward facilities,
programs and help prevent other costs from
climbing rapidly, like tuition.”
Pahl added because his numbers have not
been adjusted for inflation and are based on
current market prices of utilities, the sav
ings could be higher.
Other departments have been making ef
forts to conserve like by printing less pa
per. More than $337,683 has been saved in
printing costs by putting documents online,
said Rhonda Lubberts, assistant vice presi-
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(Students) want to
see if sustainability has
made a difference. And
it is making a difference/
It is cutting costs, and it
is affecting the amount
paid for tuition/'

-Bart Bartels
SCDI project manager

dent for Institution Marketing.
Bart Bartels, project manager of the Sus
tainable Community Development Initia
tive, said a number of other projects have
saved costs on campus, such as Campus
Dining removing the trays from the oncampus dining locations, the installation of
Energy Star appliances in on-campus hous
ing complexes, and public transportation.
“1 think that students want to see the
impact,” Bartels said. “They want to see if
sustainability has made a difference. And it
is making a difference. It is cutting costs,
and it is affecting the amount paid for tu
ition.”
assistantnews@ lanthorn .com

Spent on energy projects

million
First year savings

million

Additional annual savings
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GREAT TIME
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Winter Semester is over and
that means it’s time for...

?BOOK
BUYBACK!
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Allendale
Location Hours:
4/25 - 4/29
Mon-Thurs: 9:00am - 7pm
Fri: 9am - 5pm
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ub sport athletes to foot the majority of the bill

lifferent clubs or teams for operations or facilities. The
)ther part goes to support a lot of part-time coaches.”
But for clubs like rowing, a little more than $50XXX)
loes not come close to covering the total cost of a team
yf 94 rowers, some boats, rental of the GVSU Boatlouse, travel to regattas and a handful of coaches. So
Cams have to fundraise through efforts such as the
jVSU Rent-a-Rower program, or pay out-of-pocket.
Teams that have limited travel schedules or low
acilities costs do not have large operating budgets,
-lowever, for others like rowing - which has traveled
inwn to Florida twice and Boston once already this
academic year - and GVSU’s three hockey teams vhich have to pay around $200 an hour for ice-time
- costs accrue quickly.
GVSU senior Ashley Rumsey, who has played four
/ears on the leakers women’s hockey team, estimates
ihe has spent almost $9,000 to play hockey at GVSU,
xhich does include a trip to Universiade in Turkey this
/ear as a member of Team USA.
Players like Rumsey usually take out loans or get
lelp from horn, and look at the cost as just another ex>ense of a college student.
“I first use the money I save from work over the
summer, then the loan money, then my parents help if
I’m still short,” said Rumsey, who is GVSU’s all-time
eader in goals scored with 82. “Personally my parents
lave been a huge support system for me, and without
hem I definitely wouldn’t be able to play.”
The annual cost for a hockey player at GVSU is
iround $1,500 per season, and sometimes students
:annot afford to continue to play and go to school.
“There have been a few girls that have dropped out
lecause they haven’t been able to pay dues,” Rumsey

4282 Pierce St.
Allendale, Ml 49401
616.892.4170

Money man: Bob Stoll (pictured) oversees the Office of
Student Life, which allocates funds to support club sports.

said. “It is really hard on the team to have someone
drop out midseason because we are counting on the
rest of their payments to make it through the season.”
For athletes, it becomes a matter of weighing costs
and setting priorities. Some students cannot make pay
ments and have to leave the game while others choose
to give up the sport to focus on school or work.
“It is expensive, but it is part of what a student
wants to get out of their college experience,” Stoll said.
“If sport is one of those things that you had in your life
up until now, to come to a university environment like
this with state-of-the art facilities, it really works out
well for most.”
And in a world of tuition increases, 18-credit sched
ules and part-time jobs, student-athletes have to make
the decision if the time, money and energy invested
are worthwhile.
“I’ve had so much fun and really developed as an
athlete while playing at GV,” Rumsey said. ‘Testing
yourself at the college level is really rewarding, and
you really push yourself to be the best because you are
competing against the best. I would definitely say that
it has been worth it.”
sports @ Linthorn rom
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for GLIAC championship

Grand Rapids
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Grand Rapids, Ml 49503
616.454.book
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Tyler said. “In terms of the GLIAC,
regional and national championships,
there is no reason we can’t win the
GLIAC, and we’ll have an advantage
at regionals as we played really well at
that course in really tough conditions
earlier this year. As for nationals, I
don’t think any of us want other teams
playing on our course when we are not
playing.”
While the weather has not exactly
axiperated and the team has been
forced to practice indoors over the past
couple weeks, GVSU head coach Re
becca Mailloux has emphasized the
same points she has throughout the
year.
“She always emphasizes having
a playing focus and worrying about
yourself while you’re playing,” Hoff
man said. “In a sense, kind of forget
ting about what you can’t control and
focusing on what you can control ”
Even with all the similarities to past
championships, Tyler said the final day
will play a huge role in determining
this year’s champion.
zsepanik@ lanthorn rom
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Final drive: Senior Allie Tyler tees off. The
Lakers will compete for the GLIAC crown this
weekend at Ashland University.
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Despite it being her first
season at Grand Valley State
University, freshman third
basemen Miranda Cleary has
locked up her second GLIAC
Player of the Week award.
Cleary also won the award
on Mar. 28, but after batting .565
during the team's recent 5-3
stretch, Cleary has continued to
be a powerful batter in an even
more powerful lineup for GVSU
head coach Doug Woods.
Her team-leading 17 home
runs also tops the GLIAC
standings, and along with
being second in RBI (46) and
total bases (101), she has
helped make GVSU the top
hitting team in Division II. In
addition to recording a hit in
seven of the eight games last
week, her home runs - her
16th and 17th of the season
- helped move her into third
place in both GVSU and GLIAC
single-season history in that
category.

ANDERSON
NAMED FI AYER
OF THE WEEK
The No. 3 Grand Valley State
University baseball team is in
the midst of a special season,
and junior Steve Anderson is
havingquitetheseason himself
by notching last week's GLIAC
Player of the Week award.
Anderson, an outfielder,
helped GVSU to a perfect 8-0
record last week thanks to his
hot bat.To go along with a .565
average, Anderson smacked
two home runs and drove 15
runners in on the weekend.
His production was clutch
as well. Tied 1-1 in game two
against Tiffin University on
Sunday, Anderson crushed the
game-winning grand slam to
defeat the Dragons and top
off a nine-RBI day. Anderson's
hitting also proved heroic
against Northwood University
on April 13, when he knocked
in the game-winning run yet
again.

PLAY

Limited funds leave club sport athletes to foot the majority of the bill
By Greg Monahan
GVL Sports Editor

With a $358 XXX) operating budget and 48 differ
ent teams and clubs to support, the Grand Valley State
University Office of Student Life has to make due with
what it has.
While the OSL, which is supports each of GVSU’s
48 different athletic club teams, ranging from the un
defeated GVSU men’s lacrosse club to the Brazilian
Jiu JiLsu club, is able to help each team cover a part of
their overall budgets, it hardly gamers enough to make
a significant dent in the total costs.
Therefore, those who choose to play cover the rest
with dues, which can range anywhere from $10 to a
few thousand dollars. This is the case with almost all
university club sports programs, and Laker athletes
competing at the club level are no different.
“It’s always a pay-to-play system,’’ said Bob Stoll,
GVSU director of Student Life. “Anyone involved
with those organizations are going to pay dues, pay for
their operating costs and things like that.”
Each team is allocated a certain amount of money
from the Student Senate. The totals vary vastly - some
teams receive no funding while others receive tens of
thousands of dollars. For example, the GVSU rowing
club is slated to receive $51,813 during the 2011 -2012
school year.
“The funding from student government usually
subsidizes facility needs because we don’t have ice for
hockey players or a place to do gymnastics,” Stoll said.
“There’s a whole process where they allocate it out to
the different councils, and the councils allocate it out to

different clubs or teams for operations or facilities. The
other part goes to support a lot of part-time coaches.”
But for clubs like rowing, a little more than $50XXX)
does not come close to covering the total cost of a team
of 94 rowers, some boats, rental of the GVSU Boat
house, travel to regattas and a handful of coaches. So
teams have to fundraise through efforts such as the
GVSU Rent-a-Rower program, or pay out-of-pocket.
Teams that have limited travel schedules or low
facilities costs do not have large operating budgets.
However, for others like rowing - which has traveled
down to Florida twice and Boston once already this
academic year - and GVSU’s three hockey teams which have to pay around $200 an hour for ice-time
- costs accrue quickly.
GVSU senior Ashley Rumsey, who has played four
years on the leakers women's hockey team, estimates
she has spent almost $9,000 to play hockey at GVSU,
which does include a trip to Universiade in Turkey this
year as a member of Team USA.
Players like Rumsey usually take out loans or get
help from horn, and look at the cost as just another ex
pense of a college student.
“I first use the money I save from work over the
summer, then the loan money, then my parents help if
I’m still short,” said Rumsey, who is GVSU’s all-time
leader in goals scored with 82. “Personally my parents
have been a huge support system for me, and without
them I definitely wouldn’t be able to play.”
The annual cost for a hockey player at GVSU is
around $1,500 per season, and sometimes students
cannot afford to continue to play and go to school.
“There have been a few girls that have dropped out
because they haven’t been able to pay dues,” Rumsey

Money man: Bob Stoll (pictured) oversees the Office of
Student Life, which allocates funds to support club sports.

said. "It is really hard on the team to have someone
drop out midseason because we are counting on the
rest of their payments to make it through the season.”
For athletes, it becomes a matter of weighing costs
and setting priorities. Some students cannot make pay
ments and have to leave the game while others choose
to give up the sport to focus on school or work.
“It is expensive, but it is part of what a student
wants to get out of their college experience,” Stoll said.
“If sport is one of those things that you had in your life
up until now, to come to a university environment like
this with state-of-the art facilities, it really works out
well for most.”
And in a world of tuition increases, 18-credit sched
ules and part-time jobs, student-athletes have to make
the decision if the time, money and energy invested
are worthwhile.
“I’ve had so much fun and really developed as an
athlete while playing at GV,” Rumsey said. ‘Testing
yourself at the college level is really rewarding, and
you really push yourself to be the best because you are
competing against the best. I would definitely say that
it has been worth it.”
sports @ lanthorn com
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SOFTBALL:
Friday 3:30 p.m.: Softball at
Ferris State (DH)
Saturday 1 p.m.: Softball at
Ferris State (DH)

BASEBALL:

Grand Rapids
Location Hours:
4/25 4/29
-

Mon -Thurs: 9:00am - 7pm
Fri: 9am - 5pm

120 E. Fulton St.
Grand Rapids, Ml 49503
616.454.book

Friday 1 p.m.: Baseball vs.
Findlay (DH)
Saturday noon: Baseball vs.
Findlay (DH)

TENNIS:
Friday 11:30 a.m.:
W. Tennis vs. Coeat
Ramble wood
Friday 3 p.m.:M. Tennis vs.
Coe at Ramblewood

GOLF:
Friday: W. Golf at GLIAC
Championships in Ashland,
Ohio
Saturday: W. Golf at GLIAC
Championships in Ashland,
Ohio

TRACK AND FIELD:
Saturday: M7W. Track at
Pacesetter Invitational in
Terre Haute, Ind.

GVL Archive /

The price of victory: Members of the GVSU rowing team
carry a boat and ores toward the water before a race. The
team will recieve $51313 from the OSL next year.

Lakers swing for GLIAC championship
By Zach Sepanik
GVL Staff Writer

It will be a familiar course and goal
for the Grand Valley State University
women’s golf team this weekend when
it competes in the GLIAC conference
championships at Ashland University.
The Lakers will play at the Country
Club of Ashland on Friday and Satur
day in pursuit of their fourth-consecu
tive conference title.
“We have played there before,”
said senior Allie Tyler. “It’s not like we
haven’t seen the course before. It’s not
that difficult, and because of the fact
we hit the ball so well, we should be
able to play well there. The fact that it
is at Ashland will definitely give them
the home course advantage, but we’ve
been playing well enough this year to
take home the GLIAC championship.”
Over the weekend, the team will de
pend on Tyler, junior Sarah Hoffman,
sophomores Ashley Beard and Mami
Weinstein, and up-and-coming fresh
man Veronica Ryan.

“I think what gives our team the
biggest advantage is no one ever knows
who is going to play what spot,” Hoff
man said. “Mami could start off play
ing in the No. 5 spot, but her score
could be the third best on the team. Our
lineup is so deep we never know who
will give us the best score.”
Although the team has been crowned
GLIAC champions for three years in a
row and six times in 10 years, the Ink
ers take no team lightly as they head
into the 2011 championships.
“Ashland will definitely be our
toughest competition,” said sopho
more Danyelle Kauble. "They are
pretty gtxxl and give us a run for our
money every time they play us. They
are our No. 1 competition, and we have
to watch out for them.”
Just as Ashland has the convenience
of playing in its backyard for confer
ence. GVSU has the same potential
staring it in the face with nationals this
year being played at the Meadows, the
leakers home course.
“We wanted to get better from the
fall season, which I think we have,"

Tyler said. “In terms of the GLIAC,
regional and national championships,
there is no reason we can’t win the
GLIAC, and we'll have an advantage
at regionals as we played really well at
that course in really tough conditions
earlier this year. As for nationals, I
don’t think any of us want other teams
playing on our course when we are not
playing.”
While the weather has not exactly
cooperated and the team has been
forced to practice indoors over the past
couple weeks, GVSU head coach Re
becca Mailloux has emphasized the
same points she has throughout the
year.
“She always emphasizes having
a playing focus and worrying about
yourself while you’re playing,” Hoff
man said. “In a sense, kind of forget
ting about what you can’t control and
focusing on what you can control."
Even with all the similarities to past
championships, Tyler said the final day
will play a huge role in determining
this year’s champion.
zsepanik @ lanthorn rom
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Final drive: Senior Allie Tyler tees off. The
Lakers will compete for the GLIAC crown this
weekend at Ashland University.
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WOMEN'S RUGBY

Grand Valley sports
are easy to cover
1 “t

By Greg
Monahan
GVL Sports Editor

Courtesy Photo / gvsustudentlifesports.com

Downsized: The Grand Valley State University women's rugby team poses for a team photo. The team will move from Division I action to Division II next year
after finishing the season 7-2 and losing 9-8 to Northern Iowa in the playoffs in November. The team recently won the Detroit Ruck City Rugby Tournament

Women's rugby to switch divisions
Program to move down to Division II in effort to push for national title next season
By Jon Adamy
GVL Staff Writer

It’s not every day you see a team
win a rugby match 105-5. Then again,
it’s not every day you see a team like
Grand Valley State University women’s
rugby.
Big wins, including this season’s
100-point margin over Central Michigan
University and a 73-0 drubbing of
Michigan State University, have
become routine for the Lakers, even
though they have spent the last four
years as a Division I club program.
The team will return to Division
II next year and come into the season
with many already considering them
the early favorite to win the national
championship.
GVSU head coach Bob Richthammer
said the team will have to continue
to schedule tough non-conference
opponents to challenge his players
during the season after they transfer
Divisions. Even with his team’s wins
this season, Richthammer said the
program is better suited for Division
II.
“We’re built for Division II. We’re
not built for Division I,” Richthammer
said. “We don’t have the size, and
our program - this is its eighth year
in existence in comparison to a lot
of Division I [teams) that have been
around for 15 or 20 years, and that may
not mean a lot to most people, but it
takes a while to build up a successful

program.”
After a 7-2 regular season that
ended in a 9-8 loss to Northern Iowa in
November’s playoffs, the team returned
to the field this month and won the
Detroit Ruck City Rugby Tournament.
The Lakers shut out Ashland University
and Saginaw Valley State University
en route to a 29-10 win over Michigan
State in the championship game.
Senior wing Chantell Boyd said the
general consensus of the team is that
going back to Division II will be a good
thing, even if it means less challenging
regular season competition.
“We’ve
never
been
more
disappointed to lose by one point in the
final game for us to go to nationals,”
Boyd said. “The girls really want to go
to nationals, and I think that in DII we
could not only go to nationals, but win
a national championship.”
Although this year’s team fell short
of a national championship, it was an
offensive powerhouse, which outscored
its opponents 350-41 during the regular
season.
Boyd attributed the team’s success to
its cohesiveness and its overall fitness
level. She said the team ran opponents
out of gas as the game went on, and the
style of play was one of the reasons
behind its wins.
“Speed, finesse, determination that’s the Grand Valley way,” Boyd
said. “Never say die, keep going.”
Senior prop Rebecca Teske said this
year’s team had great chemistry, and
its bond helped the players on the field.

//

We're built for Division
II. We're not built for
Division I. We don't have
the size... It takes a while
to build up a successful
program/'
-Bob Richthammer
GVSU women's rugby coach

Teske expects the team to be just as
successful next season.
“I think they’re going to be great
next year,” Teske said. “A lot of them
are willing to step up and put in effort
to get better, so they’ll be just as good
if not better.”
Richthammer said this year’s team
was by far the best Grand Valley has
ever had. Nine players from GVSU took
part in last weekend's conference allstar game with Richthammer coaching
the team. He said he expects some of
his players to receive invitations for the
U.S. National Team.
“We’re getting athletes who are
turning down scholarships in other
sports,” Richthammer said. “We have
14 girls who have played a different
sport under scholarship on our team.
That made the season special because
we were just so big and so fast and so
good. It was fun to watch.”
jadamy@ lanthorn .com
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At Grand Valley State
University, you can write the
headlines, and most of the para
graphs, to the games you are
covering before the end of the
first half. GVSU sports are gen
erally about as easy to predict as
a Pistons-Heat game, and thus
1 could often get a headstart on
my headlines before the contest
had even ended - “leakers win
in a (choose from following:
blowout, shutout, thriller, rain
storm).”
No, not all our teams win all
their games - that’d be impossi
ble - but Grand Valley is a spe
cial school to attend, especially
from an athletic standpoint. I’ve
gotten to cover three national
championships, a heartbreaking
loss in the 2009 Division II foot
ball championship game and
several first-team All-American
athletes.
From a journalistic point of
view, GVSU sports could be
the best university sports pro
gram to cover in the nation.
You get the thrill of covering
an elite athletic program, yet
the accessibility and modest
nature of Division II sports.
Cover a championship-winning
Division I team and you have
to fight off 15 other reporters
to get an interview. Our athletes
are down-to-earth, easy to talk
to and really, really good.
But that doesn’t mean Grand
Valley sports are perfect. We
should probably get a few in
door courts for our tennis teams
to play on during their winter
season so they don’t have to
drive to Grand Rapids to prac

------------

tice at six in the morning on a
weekday. We also can’t have
outdoor track meets because
our running surface has more
potholes as 1-96. And while
we’re at it, let’s scrap the Mary
Idema Pew Library construc
tion and instead build a 5,000seat ice rink in the exact same
spot and get an NCAA Division
I team. Though 1 don’t know
how the studious, non-hockey
fans will fee! about that, let’s do
it anyway.
But looking back on it as
I wrap up my two years at the
Lanthorn, 1 see a school that
does what it’s supposed to do.
We don’t break any rules, but
we still win all the time - we
have seven straight Director’s
Cups alter all. No one else can
say that. Division I schools
cheat their way to wins more
often than they should. Which
is once, I guess.
It’s reassuring when Grand
Valley wins a national title be
cause you don’t have to worry
about how long it’s going to be
until the NCAA investigates
and we have to vacate all our
wins.
We’re a clean program,
and though we might not draw
75,000 out on f(x>tball Satur
days or pack the Fieldhouse
8,000-strong for basketball, the
students who do follow are just
as rabid. Don’t believe me? Try
standing in the middle of our
student section on a Saturday
night against Saginaw Valley.
You’re gonna get rocked.
So it’s been a hell of a run.
To the thousands of fans, ath
letes and coaches I’ve gotten to
deal with. I’m honored to have
met you.
Keep winning national
championships. And maybe
build an ice rink.
sports® lanthorn £om

MEN'S HOCKEY

Forbes named best coach
in ACHA Division II
By Brady Fredericksen
GVL Senior Reporter

In a season that saw the
Grand Valley State University
men’s hockey team reach new
heights with its first ACHA Di
vision II National Champion
ship, GVSU head coach Mike
Forbes has also reached new
heights.
Forbes, the team’s secondyear head coach, took home
the ACHA Men’s Division II
Coach of the Year award after
leading GVSU to a 24-10-1
record and the program’s first
national title.
“I’ve been the beneficiary
of a successful hockey team,
and I’m humbled to be named
Coach of the Year,” said Forbes,
who played in the NHL with
the Boston Bruins and Edmon
ton Oilers in the late 1970s. “I
don’t know how much credit
I can take for the season we
had, but when you’ve had the
success we had. people tend to
give notice.”
The veteran-laden team
found a way to overcome a slow
start to the season and peak at
the right time by going 10-1-1
in the Great Midwest Hockey
League season en-route to the
regular season championship.
“He knows that teams
sometimes take that windy road
to their ultimate goal,” said se
nior forward Ryan Welch, who
recorded a team-high 21 assists
this season. “He’s been able
to work under a lot of great
coaches during his career, and I
think that’s the most important.
I think you develop tendencies
from them.”
The experience at the pro
fessional level is something
Forbes’ players respect. From
the NHL to Division II hockey,
Forbes has left his fingerprints
wherever he has gone, and the
entire team - coach included agree that it has been a key to
their success.
“F ve been here for five years,
and out of my five years 1 never
truly felt comfortable talking
to him because of how much

I respected
him,” said
senior
goaltender Grant
Lyon. “It’s
a very valu
able asset
to have a
coach who FORBES
isn’t afraid
to tell you what you don’t want
to hear."
Forbes has gotten respect
from his team since being ele
vated from an assistant to head
coach last year. From playing
under then-Bruins’ head coach
Don Cherry in the 1970s to
serving as the commissioner of
the Colonial Hockey League,
Forbes’ experience at all levels
of hockey has helped him to be
the coach he is today.
“It’s hard to lead people to a
place you’ve never been,” said
Forbes, whose record in his
first two full seasons as head
coach stands at 37-20-2. “I un
derstood the dynamic and what
needed to be done, so from that
perspective, my past experi
ences helped us in steering the
boat to where we needed to go,
but it’s on the players who get
us where we need to go.”
With 11 seniors on the
roster, communication came
easily, and Forbes credits the
team’s experience as a key to
the title.
“The seniors knew what to
expect, and I think that experi
ence really separated us down
the stretch,” Forbes said. “The
(seniors) knew it was their last
year, and they did the necessary
work. Kudos to them and the
leadership in our locker room.”
Experience and respect
aside, it has been Forbes’ per
sonal philosophy - “Energy and
Execution" and “There is no ‘I’
in ‘shut up and do the work’” that has rubbed off on the team
during this past season. Both
coach and players now under
stand the work that it takes to
reach the top and have bought
into the philosophy.
hfredericken @ lanthorn rom
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Friday Night
Conversations at
the GRAM
Grand Valley State
University
writing
professor Sean Prentiss
will present "The Music
of Poetry" in the Cook
Auditorium at the GRAM
from 7 to 7:45 p.m. on
Friday.
Members
of
the
Crane Wives, an upand-coming folk group
with GVSU ties, will add
musical accompaniment
as Prentiss reads poetry.
Afterward,
they
will
discuss where and how
music and poetry overlap.

2
Two professors
nominated for
Emmy Awards
Two documentary films
by two Grand Valley State
University faculty members
have been nominated for
two different Emmy
Awards,
which
will
be presented May 14 in
Detroit.
"Lake Invaders," directed
by associate professor of
film and video John Schmit,
has been nominated for
Best Topical Documentary
by the Michigan Chapter
of the National Academy of
Television Arts & Sciences.
Primary filming was done
by students during spring
2008 as part of a new Nature
Documentary Production
course.
See more at www.
Iakeinvaders.com
"The Death of an Imam,"
co-produced by visiting
assistant
professor
of
communications Brian J.
Bowe, has been nominated
for an Emmy in the
Documentary-Historical
category. Bowe, a GVSU
alumnus, is also a doctoral
student at Michigan State
University,
where
he
worked on the project. Co
producers at MSU are Geri
Alumit Zeldes, an assistant
professor in the School
of Journalism, and Salah
D. Hassan, an associate
professor in the Department
of English and core faculty
in Muslim Studies. Bowe
also composed the film's
soundtrack.
See more at www.
beafestival.org/video/The_
Death_of_an_lmam.

GV alum to star in
Spike TV series
"Repo Games," a new
Spike TV show set to air
April 26, will feature one
of Grand Valley State
University's own. Josh
Lewis, 30, of Reed City,
Mich., will be one of
two hosts for the show.
Lewis served in the Navy
before earning a degree
in political science from
GVSU. He began his career
in repossession in 2003
and was quickly promoted,
earning $150 per car.

♦ • ♦ ♦

Spring's strangest holiday
Easter traditions from presidential egg-rolling to Lent
By Rebekah Young
GVL Staff Writer

hile Malia and
Sasha Obama
prepare to roll
Easter
eggs

W

across
the
White House lawn, Americans
around the country will find their
own ways to celebrate the holiday.
Easter, which falls on the first
Sunday following the full moon
after spring starts on March 21, is
a religious holiday that celebrates
the resurrection of Jesus Christ.
Although it is Christianity’s most
important tradition, Easter has also
been transformed into a veritable
commercial boon as the secondbest candy-selling holiday in
America behind Halloween.
Each year, 90 million chocolate
Easter bunnies - the most popular
candy associated with this holi
day - are produced. Additionally,
5 million marshmallow Peeps are
made each day to prepare for the
Sunday celebration. And accord
ing to the National Confectioners
Association, more than 16 billion
jelly beans are made, which is
enough to fill an egg measuring at
89 feet high and 60 feet wide.
Although the origins of the
holiday’s name are not clear, it
is believed that Easter is derived
from Eostre, the goddess of fertil
ity. Eostre, which means spring,
was represented by the hare. Ac
cording to a History Channel
documentary, this was fitting as
rabbits have earned a reputation as

"prolific procreators.”
The Easter Bunny dates back to
German immigrants in the 1700s.
When they settled in Pennsylva
nia, they brought their tradition
known as "Osterhase” or “Oschter
Haws,” in which children would
make nests for the bunny to lay
its colored eggs. As the fabled
celebration grew in the U.S., egg
nests were replaced with baskets
and included candy and gifts.
Eggs are viewed by some as
symbols for Jesus’ emergence from
the tomb when he resurrected.
Decorating eggs dates back to the
13th century. Eggs were forbidden
during Lent, the 40-day period of
penance leading up to Easter Sun
day. People decorated the eggs to
mark the end of Lent and ate them
on Easter to celebrate.
Traditionally, families cel
ebrate Easter by engaging in egg
hunts, gifting Easter baskets filled
with sweets and eating a Sunday
brunch. In Washington, D.C., the
annual White House Easter Egg
Roll opens the grounds for egg
rolling, sports, storytelling and
live musical performances. The
tradition began with President
Rutherford B. Hayes in 1878 and
takes place on the Monday after
Easter Sunday.
But if you can’t make it to the
White House for some traditional
egg rolling, then here are some
ways to celebrate Easter locally.
For more information on these
and more holiday activities, visit
GRNow’s 2011 Easter guide on
line at www.gmow.com/easter.
arts® lanthorn rom
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From John Ball Park in
Grand Rapids to Fair Ha
ven Ministries in Hudsonville, several Easter egg
hunts will be held across
the state during the hol
iday weekend. Double
JJ Resort in Rothbury is
hosting "West Michigan's
Largest Easter Egg Hunt"
at 3:30 p.m. on Sunday
on its Back Forty Ranch.
The event, which is open
to the public, will include
over 5,000 hidden eggs
filled with candy and
prizes.

Before breaking into a
package of yellow Peeps,
enjoy a lavish Easter
brunch at various dining
locations in West Michi
gan. Although some holi
day spreads may be pric
ey for a college student,
Jack's restaurant inside
the Grand Haven Holiday
Inn and the Pearl Street
Grill in downtown Grand
Rapids offer brunch buf
fets at $19.95 for adults
and $9.95 for children.
Most locations require
reservations.

»WORSHIP .

» WATCH
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There are many op
tions for those seeking
an Easter Sunday church
service across the state.
On campus, GVSU's in
terdenominational Chris
tian Campus Ministry
program will hold an
evening service on Eas
ter Sunday at 8 p.m. in
Cook-DeWitt Center. The
St. Luke University Parish,
which serves as the Cath
olic presence on campus,
will hold a GVSU Sunday
mass at 5:30 p.m. in the
Cook-DeWitt Center.

Treat yourself to
the Easter movie "Hop,"
which
stars
Russell
Brand, James Marsden
and Kaley Cuoco.
From
the
creators
of last year's smash
"Despicable Me," the PG
flick tells the story of the
Easter Bunny's teenage
son who would rather
become a rock 'n' roll
drummer than follow
in his father's footsteps.
For showings, check out
celebrationcinema.com

Production on'the world's largest LipDub video'continues
Rob Bliss wants to prove Grand Rapids alive and thriving after Newsweek article
By Kendal Pektas and Elijah Brumback
GVL Staff

Not too long ago, GVSU successfully made its
own LipDub video, which now has almost 160,000
views on Youtube and features faculty, staff and
students promoting the university.
Piggybacking off the idea, Rob Bliss, well-known
for organizing various events in downtown Grand
Rapids such as the Zombie Walk and the Grand
Rapids Electronic Music Night, announced earlier in
March the concept for a Grand Rapids lib dub.
Bliss said the idea hit him after having read
that Newsweek claimed Grand Rapids to be one of
America’s dying cities.
Bliss could not disagree more.
“I originally thought about doing a city wide
LipDub in November 2010, but I lost interest in
doing the event over winter,” he said. “After reading
the Newsweek article, it definitely reinvigorated my
desire to see it happen.”
Now, in hopes of promoting Grand Rapids and
proving that it is not such a dead place to live. Bliss
has teamed up with Creo Productions and Scott
Erickson of SEF video. Together, they plan to create
“the world’s largest LipDub video.”
“The level of my ambition and the level of Rob’s
accomplishment and mutual ambition match very
well,” Erickson said. “I am most excited to finally
show my aptitude in managing a large group of
talented crew for a project that is both wide-reaching
in scope, execution and creative challenge.”
The video will be a single nine-minute take that will
be taped to a nine-minute version of Don Mcl^ean’s
‘‘American Pie.” The final product will ultimately be
uploaded on YouTube for everyone to view.
“Listening to a live version of Don McLean’s
‘American P\c' inspired this entire project,” Bliss

Courtesy photo / Rob Blits

Man about town: Rob Bliss (pictured) is organizing the Grand
Rapids LipDub. Bliss has organized successful events in the
past, such as the Lyon Street water slide and the Zombie Walk.

//

People who want to be in
the video should try to bring
a big sack lunch. It's going to
be a very long day/7
-Rob Bliss
LipDub organizer
said. “Simply watching it made it all happen. It just
sparked something creative inside me, and I saw a
world within this song that I wanted to make real.”
The LipDub route will start on Lyon Street and
end inside of a helicopter, which will take off at

Gillette Bridge. Video rehearsals began April 2 in
downtown Grand Rapids and have been taking place
every weekend since, which has resulted in a good
amount of progress.
The video will feature well-known faces such as
Dick DeVos and many happenings such as parades,
confetti being thrown out of windows, marching
bands, football games, gymnasts, weddings,
motorcades, choirs and kayakers.
Anyone is welcome to participate as an extra
during the filming of the video, which will be a
daylong event on May 15 starting at 10 a.m.
“People who want to be in the video should try to
bring a big sack lunch,” Bliss said. “It’s going to be a
very long day.”
Currently, Bliss still owes the city $10j000 for his
last project, a water slide that stretched down Lyon
Street last August. The project cost was initially
underestimated, and the price tag for the event
ballooned to $70000. This oustanding debt hinders
Bliss from applying for the permits himself, but Todd
Tofferi, special events manager for the city, said all
pnxiuction permits have been filed through Bliss’
production partners SEF Video.
“We can’t know a final cost for this video until its
finished,” Tofferi said. He estimated the city bill for
the LipDub will be around $5j000.
Part of the cost to the production comes from
employing police officers. Tofferi said that these
officers receive overtime pay for their work on these
events at a rate of $55 per hour. During the water slide
event up to six officers were on duty 12 hours a day
for two days.
“The price can add up fast,” Tofferi said. “The
final bill really depends on how many takes this video
needs. It could take only a couple (thousand), but who
knows.”
arts® lanthorn rom
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'Three Cups of Tea'author faces fraud allegations
Former Community Reading Project author Greg Mortensen accused of fabricating story
By Elijah Brumback
GVLA&E Editor

Life is far fawn a cup of tea for author Greg
Mortenson, whose book “Three Cups of Tea”
has been called into question as sources close to
Mortensen dispute its authenticity.
Mortensen’s book was the Community Read
at Grand Valley State University last year, and
Mortenson visited the university last spring to
speak.
Susan Mendoza, director of Undergraduate
Research and Integrative Learning at Grand Val
ley State University, helped organize last year’s
Community Reading Project at Grand Valley
State University, at which Mortenson gave a pre
sentation. She said her personal reaction to the al
legations was both intellectual and emotional.
“I am also saddened by the reports. Greg has
served as an inspiration for many children and
adults, both locally and internationally,” Mendoza
said. “The issues that Greg’s work raises are very
real, and I hope that the public does not cast them
aside as his story and work is discredited. To do so
can turn the hopeful into cynics”
Greg Mortenson claims to have built more than
140 children’s schools in Pakistan and Afghani
stan. His charity, the Central Asia Institute, has
spent and received millions, including $100000
from President Obama's Nobel Peace Prize award
and $75000 from fellow author Jon Krakauer.
Not long before 60 Minutes aired its expose on
Mortensen, Krakauer, calling the CAI “Mortens
en’s personal ATM machine," had already with
drawn support and was openly opposing the
authenticity of Mortenson's book and calling at
tention to Mortenson’s financial dealings.
CBS news series 60 Minutes reported that

Mortenson’s speaking engagements regularly net
$30000.
CBS visited 30 schools built by Mortenson in
Pakistan and in its report found roughly half of
them unoccupied or used for some other purpose.
CBS spoke to several people from the village
of Korphe, a small village in northeast Pakistan
where Mortenson claimed to have stumbled after
separation from his climbing party during an at
tempt to climb K2, the world’s tallest mountain.
His claims that he was held captive by the Taliban
have also been called into question.
“I don’t know when CBS was there, but if it
was when school was out, the schools would ap
pear to be empty,” Jeff McMillan, Mortensen’s
personal assistant, told the New' York Tunes.
He said the Afghan school year began on
March 23.
“As in any event reported by the popular me
dia, it is important to note that the truth is in the
middle and is rarely unveiled,” she said. “Until
there is an ability for all voices to be heard, in
cluding Greg’s voice and the staff of CAI (Central
Asia Institute), I am still listening and trying to un
derstand the complexities and contradiction of the
points and counter points.”
The Community Reading Project receives
book recommendations from both the GVSU
community and community partners.
Mendoza said “Three Cups of Tea” was rec
ommended by a class at GVSU that studied global
issues. The book was reviewed by the CRP com
mittee and community partners based on the pro
gram's selection criteria. At the point the book
was selected, more than 100 community organi
zations, public libraries, universities and colleges
had used “Three Cups of Tea,” she said.
While Mortenson was visiting GVSU, Men

Boys will be boys, or girls
Media response toJ.Crew ad unwarranted, damaging

GVL Archive / Eric Coulter

Community fraud?: Greg Mortenson signs books at the Fieldhouse. Mortenson, who wrote the nonfiction novel “Three
Cups of Tea,“the GVSU Community Reading Project book last year, is the latest author to be accused of fabrication.

doza said his lectures in both Holland and Allen
dale were well received by the community.
“He took care in responding to high school stu
dent questions at the Holland lecture,” she said.
“After the Allendale lecture, he signed books until
1:30 a.m. He also purchased stacks of books to
give to students and community members who
were waiting to meet him. He took the time to
speak with nearly everyone, to hear their stories
and hear how his story inspired them.”
In addition to review by the CPR Committee,
Medoza said committee members contact univer
sities and libraries that have used the books in the
past for planning purposes, but also to have a bet
ter understanding of the quality of the lecture and
the subsequent campus dialogue.

The larger issue in the investigation of “Three
Cups of Tea” is the extent to which it has been
incorporated to U.S. Military operations. For Af
ghanistan-bound soldiers, it is required reading.
The New York Tunes reported that top Penta
gon officials did not respond to the accusations,
but maintained that they still support his work.
“We continue to believe in the logic of what
Greg is trying to accomplish in Afghanistan and
Pakistan because we know the powerful effects
that education can have on eroding the root causes
of extremism,” said a military official, who asked
not to be named under ground rules imposed by
the Pentagon.
arts@ lanthorn jcom
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Move home with Penske

By Tara Aday
GW- Special

Reserve your truck online and save 10%
About a week ago, J. Crew
mailed an advertisement to
its customers that featured
president and creative director
Jenna Lyons painting her son’s
toenails a vibrant hot pink.
“Lucky for me,” Lyon’s
quote reads, “I ended up with
a boy whose favorite color is
pink.”
I was surprised to see that
an ad featuring a young boy
who likes pink nail polish could
gamer such reactions.
Conservative media pundits,
including Fox News' Dr. Keith
- Ablow, engaged in rampant
gender
policing,
claiming
painting a boy’s toe nails pink
somehow causes “psychological
sterilization” in which children
are propagandized intochoosing
* a gender that is not “naturally"
in alignment with what lies
between their legs.
There is nothing natural or
concrete about gender identity.
Having a penis does not
naturally make all men want to
embrace masculinity, and the
lack of gender conformity seen
within society is evidence of
' this disparity.
At the same time, a binary
system exists where rigid
- constructions of sex fight against
the fluidcharacteristicsofgender
identity—hair, body shape,
nonverbal
communicators,
inflection, etc.
In almost all instances,
society uses an array of defining
characteristics to determine an
individual’s gender, but when
it comes to challenging these
norms, all that matters is the
contents of someone’s shorts,
skirt or leopard-print jeggings.

• Free unlimited mileage on one-way rentals
• Clear, simple rates
• Moving boxes and supplies available
Save now and later
Reserve your Penske truck online and save 10% now through
June 30. 2011 Save another 10% on your return trip booked
online July 1 through September 30,2011 .*

Courtesy photo / J. Crew

Conservative controversy: A J. Crew ad i i which a mother paints her son's toes
has sparked a backlash over gender roles.

The color of a child’s
toe nails, regardless of their
gender, will have no bearing
on their sexual preferences as
an adult, nor can nail polish be
viewed as the causality to future
transgender issues as Ablow
argued.
The reaction to this ad is a
reminder of the constant gender
policing that exists today. The
plethora of homophobic and
sexist reactions truly reveals the
dangers of a system that shuns
and outcasts those who step
outside the norms of gender.
The only damage that can
really be caused from a situation
like a boy painting his nails
pink or wanting to dress as a
princess is going to be caused
by a society that is too closedminded to embrace someone for
who they choose to be.
The deaths of numerous
LG BT students lastyearwere not
caused by “blatant propaganda
celebrating
transgendered
children,” like Albow threatened
against. Instead, the bullying
and harassment of these youth
were likely fueled by the caustic
rhetoric similar to what is
circulating in the media now.
The way in which we
establish and create gender in

today’s society will no doubt
determine the treatment of
gender in the future. Will gender
remain as a rigidly constructed
wall between the two sexes,
or will the cracks in that wall
begin to show? And if it does,
as it seems to be, is that really
anything to fuss over?
arts@lanthorn £om

Georgetown Mini Storage
7062 12th Avenue
Jenison, Ml 49428
616-538-1152
Penske Grand Rapids Downtown
5475 Clay Avenue
Grand Rapids, Ml 49548
616-531-6611
1 -800-GO-PENSKE
GoPenske.com
•Dacount valid only with online truck rental reservations ter one way moves Moving
accessories and bones not applicable. Certain restrictions apply

WALKER - STANDALE AREA^

IRONWOOI)
SELF STORAGE
10% Discount w/College I.D.

Community West Credit Union is proud to offer the
Credit Union Student Choice private loan solution to
help you fill educational funding gaps. When federal
aid just isn't enough, we can help.

• Computerized Access
• Individual Door Alarms
• Well Maintained & Lighted Facilities

Ask our representatives for more information
or to apply today!

• Competitive Rates
• 5 x 5 Spaces Up To 12x 40
www.ironwoodself-storage.com
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1140 Wilson N.W. • Walker

www.communitywestcu.studentchoice.org I 877-298-6274
Bfstu9£rVtChoice
Community West
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Credit Union
Branches in Hudsonville, Kentwood and Wyoming. Membership open to those attending GVSU. For
more information on Community West Credit Union, visit our website at www.communitywestcu.org.
♦ • ••
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Announcements

Employment

Want GVSU news now? The
Lanthorn has it covered. Visit
our website, Facebook, You
Tube, or Twitter for the latest
GVSU campus and sports
news, www.lanthorn.com

College Pro is now hiring
painters all across the state
to work outdoors with other
students. Earn $3k-$5k. Ad
vancement opportunities.
1-888-277-9787
or
www. col Igepro .com

_______ Services_______

Work on Mackinac Island.
Make lifelong friends. The Is
land House Hotel and Ryba’s
Fudge Shops are looking for
help in all areas this summer:
Front Desk, Bell Staff, Wait
Staff, Sales Clerks, Kitchen,
Baristas. Housing, bonus,
and discounted meals. (906)
847-7196. www.theislandhouse.com

Book Buyback at Brian’s
Bookstore! Open 9am-7pm,
April 25 through April 29.
Drive-thru window available.
Don’t forget about our down
town location! Also open
7am-9pm.
Ironwood Self Storage,
Walker-Standale are. Com
petitive rates, various sizes
available. Receive a 10% dis
count with your student ID.
(616)453-2982. www.ironwoodselfstorage.com.

King Crossword

@
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Housing
5 Bed 2 Bath, House for
Rent.
Clean,
recently
painted, washer & dryer,
stove, refrigerator, basement
storage. Close to GVSU
Downtown GR. 302 Gold NW
$1000.00/mo plus utl.
616-454-9666

Move home with Penske. Re
serve your truck online and
receive 10% off. Georgetown
Mini Storage, Jenison and
Penske Grand Rapids Down
town. www.GoPenske.com.
1 -800-GO-PENSKE.
Need a student loan? Com
munity West Credit Union of
fers the Credit Union Student
Choice loan. Visit www.communitywestcu.studentchoice.
org or call 877-298-6274 for
information.
Ride the G.R. Hopper this
weekend. Only $10 per per
son round trip from Allendale
(reservation required). Ride
includes unlimited bar hop
ping and other specials at
downtown bars and restau
rants. Call 616-606-0467 or
email staff@grhopper.com

Grand Valley’s best kept
deal. University Townhomes
6 Apartments guarantees the
lowest price per person. En
joy a quiet atmosphere with a
variety of home styles to
choose from less than 2
miles from campus. Call Tim
today 616-477-5511

Opportunities
Internship openings with re
tail commercial trade ex
change. Marketing broker
positions in Lansing and
Grand Rapids/lakeshore lo
cations. Possible course
credit options. Phone Mr.
Glees, Trade Network, Inc.
616-447-8181

PARKING

ONLY
(616)331-2460
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STRANGE BUT TRUE
By Samantha Weaver
• It was American novelist
and editor Edgar Watson Howe
who made the following sage
observation: “Americans detest
all lies except lies spoken in
public or printed lies.”
• Those who study such
things say that ancient Egyp
tians had bowling alleys.
• In 1980 a woman named
Rosie Ruiz appeared to have
won the Boston Marathon in the
fastest time ever recorded for a
woman in that race. However,
after a number of suspicions
surfaced (including a strange
lack of fatigue at the end of
the long race), it was found
that she hadn't actually run the

0 Mdfevs
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over this next tidbit: At any giv
en time around the world, there
are 1,800 thunderstorms taking
place.
• You may have heard that the
air that leaves your body when
you sneeze can reach speeds of
up to 115 mph, but you may not
know that ordinary exhalations
travel at about 15 mph.

entire race and was stripped
of her medal. The tale doesn’t
end there, though. Once word
got out about her fraud, people
came forward with information
regarding her recent running
of the New York Marathon. It
seems that Ms. Ruiz started the
race and then took the subway
to a spot 2 miles from the finish
line. And in a further note, she
didn't come to a good end: Two
years later she was arrested for
embezzling $60,000 from her
employer, and she was later ar
rested again for allegedly trying
to sell two kilos of cocaine to a
Miami police officer.
• If you’re afraid of light
ning, you might want to skip

♦♦♦

Thought for the Day: “When
a man says he approves of
something in principle, it means
he hasn’t the slightest intention
of putting it into practice.” -Otto von Bismarck
(c) 2011
Synd., Inc.
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Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.
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